The binary merging algorithm is the best general purpose merging algorithm known to date. Binary merge consists of two components: a rst component in which a n a r r a y index is incremented b y a n umber nearly equal to the ratio of the sizes of the two arrays being merged followed by a second component which is binary search. In this paper we f o r m ulate a simple algorithm called interpolation merge, where the binary search component is replaced with linear search, and analyze its expected behavior over data drawn from a uniform distribution. Our results, both theoretical and experimental, indicate a constant factor ( 0:75) speed-up over straight t wo-way merge. Further, our analysis of interpolation merge, which uses a mechanism of incremental indexing similar to that in binary merge, will hopefully lead to a better understanding of the latter algorithm. Currently, no signi cant facts are known about the expected behavior of binary merge over data drawn from any standard probability distribution.
Introduction
The binary merging algorithm due to Hwang and Lin 3] , together with subsequent improvements (see, for example, 1, 6, 7] ), is the best general purpose merging algorithm known to date. Binary merge consists of two components: a rst component in which an array index is incremented by a n umber nearly equal to the ratio of the sizes of the two arrays being merged followed by a second component w h i c h is binary search.
We formulate a simple algorithm called interpolation merge, where the binary search component of the binary merging algorithm is replaced with linear search, and analyse its expected behavior over data drawn from a uniform distribution. Our results, both theoretical and experimental, indicate a constant factor ( 0:75) speed-up over straight t wo-way merge 5].
Algorithm
To m o t i v ate the algorithm, consider two sorted arrays A and B of m and n numbers, respectively, drawn with uniform probability f r o m a n i n terval ]. If m > n then, expectedly, approximately t = bm=nc elements of A lie between successive elements of B. Hence, having located an element o f B in its proper place in the A sequence, we could expect the proper location of the next element o f B to be after approximately another t elements of A.
In the following algorithm, doing \linear search d o wnwards" from A(i) to insert an element X in array A means successively comparing X with A(i;1) A (i;2) : : : until its proper place is located. Similarly de ne \linear search u p wards".
Algorithm Interpolation Merge
Input: Sorted array A of dimension m, sorted array B of dimension n and an increment t which is determined externally by the data distribution, as discussed above. We make certain simplifying assumptions: A has nt elements, B has n elements, and all the nt + n elements being distinct and drawn with uniform probability from some interval ].
Imagining A as \ xed", we see the elements of B vary with uniform probability in their location between elements in A. Consequently, the expected number of comparisons made by interpolation merge in this case is the same as that in the following: A is the array 1 2 : : : n t ] B is, with equal probability, one of the jBj elements in the set B of all sorted subarrays, of length n and with not necessarily distinct elements, chosen from 0: Using elementary combinatorics we c a n c heck that jDj = nt + n n ! and jfD 2 D : D(i) = jgj = nt ; j + n ; 1 n ; 1
From (1) and (2) 
After some tedious manipulation of binomial cooe cients (see 4], especially formula (11) on page 54) we v erify that t;1 X j=0 (t ; j) nt ; j + n ; 1 n ; 1 ! = (t ; nt ; n) nt + n n ! ; nt ; t + n n !! + n nt + n ; 1 n + 1 ! ; nt ; t + n + 1 n + 1 !! (4) and nt X j=t (j ; t) nt ; j + n ; 1 n ; 1 ! = (nt + n ; t) nt ; t + n n ! ; n nt ; t + n + 1 n + 1
Adding (4) and (5) and simplifying gives t;1 X j=0 (t;j) nt ; j + n ; 1 n ; 1 ! + nt X j=t (j;t) nt ; j + n ; 1 n ; 1 ! = t(nt + n)! (n + 1)!(nt)! + 2(nt ; t + n)! (n + 1)!(nt ; t ; 1)! : (6) Now, combining (3) and (6) we g e t
Comp av 2n + n!nt!n (nt + n)! t(nt + n)! (n + 1)!(nt)! + 2(nt ; t + n)! (n + 1 ) ! ( nt ; t ; 1)! = 2n + n n + 1 t + 2(nt)!(nt ; t + n)! (nt + n)!(nt ; t ; 1)! :
Using Stirling's formula 4] it may be calculated that, for large n, (nt)!(nt ; t + n)! (nt + n)!(nt ; t ; 1)! (n ; 1)t 1 + 1 t ;t : (8) So nally, with (7) and (8) we h a ve, for large n,
Comp av 2n + t + 2 ( n ; 1)t 1 + 1 t ;t 2n + t + 2 e (n ; 1)t (when t is large) 0:75nt + 2 n + 0 :25t:
4 Conclusions Equation (9) suggests that the expected speed-up of interpolation merge over two-way merge (where the expected time is almost exactly nt + n) is asymptotically a constant factor of about 0.75, at least with a uniform distribution. To con rm this we ran a simulation experiment o n a Harris computer and obtained results that, in fact, agree well with equation (9). The process was as follows: ten sets, each of 50 pseudorandom numbers chosen between 0 and 1000, were generated with the Unix random number generator function Rand. Each s e t w as sorted and merged, using an interpolation merge program written in C, with the sequence 1, It seems rather surprising that even when nt, the size of array A, i s m uch larger than n, the size of array B, i n terpolating elements of B at intervals of length t in array A (the location we could \expect" to be about right?) followed by e v en linear search d o e s n o t g i v e more than a constant factor gain. Binary search seems to be the only winning factor in binary merge and even the worst-case guarantee of binary merge, which i s dlg ; m+n m e + min(m n) for arrays of size m and n 3], looks relatively satisfactory. W e hope that, using techniques similar to those described here, a precise expected-case analysis of binary search itself may be obtained (something that is currently not known). Another interesting question is whether there is some naturally occuring distribution where the expected performance of interpolation merge (or some variant) is comparable to that of binary merge. In this case, the simplicity of implementing interpolation merge would make it an attractive alternative.
